
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

CHORLEY LIAISON 
WEDNESDAY, 16TH MARCH 2016, 6.30 PM 
COUNCIL CHAMBER, TOWN HALL, CHORLEY 
 

The following presentation and handouts were presented at the above meeting of the 
Chorley Liaison.   
 
5 Item from Chorley Council: Local Emergency Planning  (Pages 3 - 46) 
 
 The recent Christmas floods have highlighted the value of good emergency 

planning and a coordinated local response.  In particular at times of 
emergency, normal resources can be stretched and are inevitably targeted and 
prioritised to areas of greatest need. 
 
Simon Clark (Head of Health, Environment and Neighbourhoods) and Paul 
Bond (Environment Agency) will provide a verbal update on the support that 
can be provided to local communities.  In particular they will discuss how to set 
up local emergency response volunteer groups and what the Council and EA 
can provide in a flood response situation. 
 
If you would like further information please contact:  
Paul Bond, M.Eng  MCIWEM, FCRM Advisor - Flood Resilience, Environment 
Agency paul.bond@environment-agency.gov.uk  
Simon Clark, Head of Health, Environment and Communities, 
simon.clark@chorley.gov.uk  
 

 
GARY HALL  

CHIEF EXECUTIVE 
 

mailto:paul.bond@environment-agency.gov.uk
mailto:simon.clark@chorley.gov.uk
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Resilient Communities

Paul Bond 

Flood Resilience Team

16th March 2016
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Around 2150 properties Flooded across Lancashire

10 Community Flood Roadshow Events held in Lancashire

Community Sub-Group set up as part of Flood Recovery
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(Paul Bond – initial thoughts 18/2/16)

Within a Resilient Community volunteers should not be placed in any danger 

or seek to replace the Emergency Services. 
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Communities knowing where they can find support

Being able to cope

Helping each other

Being clear on what support statutory agencies 
can provide

(Extract from Community Resilience presentation material for Cumbria)
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Have a plan – Guidance Found at:-

www.gov.uk/government/publications/flood-plan-guidance-
for-communities-and-groups

Assemble a flood kit (beforehand)

Have a Personal Flood Plan

Sign-up for Flood warnings if available

Know where to go

Wait for instructions from emergency services

Call 999 if you are stranded
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Decide what the community is ? e.g. is it a town, village or 
2 neighbouring villages ?

Form a Community Emergency Group A
genda P
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Explore the options with professional partners to 
agree how best to deliver Community Engagement.

Establish a list of Community Leads so that effective 
communications with communities can occur. 
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1 – Getting Together
Call an open meeting to get more people involved.

Who should you involve?
Friends; neighbours; Parish Councillors; Emergency Services

(police, etc); the County Emergency Planning team.

What should you discuss?
How the community would cope in an emergency; the benefits of

planning ahead; who is willing to help prepare a plan.

2 – Organising the Work
Preparing a Plan will require some organisation and

coordination.

How can you make sure it happens?
Set up a Community Emergency Group (volunteers with

a good range of local knowledge); appoint Community

Emergency Coordinators able to guide the development

of the Emergency Plan.

3 – Knowing the Unknowns
Thinking about possible causes of an emergency

will help you to shape your plan appropriately.

What things in your community might trigger an

emergency?
Look at the Community Risk Register; consult the

Emergency Services; use local knowledge.

6 – Organising Key Facilities
Effectively managing an emergency is

likely to require some pre-prepared

facilities.

What facilities might we need?
Local Control Centre from which to

coordinate activity; Rest Centre where

evacuated people can be fed and / or

spend the night; storage space for

emergency equipment.

5 – Resolving Legal Issues in

Advance
Temporarily using buildings or equipment

and working with volunteers may require

some prior preparation.

What issues do we need to sort out?
Agreements with owners of buildings /

equipment; insurances; health and safety

issues; payment for premises hire and

materials.

7 – Keeping in Touch
Managing an emergency requires

effective communication.

Whose comprehensive contact

information will we need?
Volunteers; owners of buildings,

equipment, vehicles; Emergency

Services; County Emergency

Planning Team.

How will we mobilise our

contacts? Prepare a telephone
“tree” or cascade to quickly contact

key people.

8 – Activating Your Emergency

Plan
You now have all the main components

ready for activation if an emergency

occurs.

How will we know when to activate our

arrangements?
Agree what will trigger local action; con-

sider Environment Agency warnings; sub-

stantial changes in local river levels; lo-

cally recognised hot spots and early indi-

cators for flooding; warnings from the

Emergency Services; media messages.

9 – Taking Control
When an emergency actually happens,

organising an effective response means

being prepared and coordinating activity.

How can we coordinate our action?
Put plans in place for a first Community

Emergency Meeting, think about where

this should be; who should attend; what

you will need to discuss.

Remember you will need to maintain

regular communication with the official

Emergency Services so that what you do

supports and complements their action.

10 – Testing Your Plans
You have prepared all the key

elements of an Community

Emergency Plan, but this will

need to be regularly tested and

reviewed.

How will we know our plans

work?
Organise an annual ‘practice’ to

test your arrangements and be

prepared to make changes if

things don’t work.

4 – Identifying Skills and Resources
Your community’s skills and resources will be essential in managing an emergency.

Who is good at what? Identify people who traditionally help in emergencies (farmers,
local contractors, etc.); people with useful and/or specialist skills (health professionals,

First Responders, builders, electricians, etc.)

What equipment do we have and where is it? Identify equipment, machinery, and
tools, that may be useful; sources of food, water and construction materials; vehicles.

How will we communicate? Identify locations with good telecommunications; think
about the possible need for alternatives (e.g. 2-way radios).

10 Steps - Your Route Map

Photo: Honister Flooding 2009 - John Malley, National Trust
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BE PREPARED!

10 STEPS
TO COMPLETE YOUR

COMMUNITY
EMERGENCY

PLAN

Published by ACTion with Communities in Cumbria, assisted by Roger Roberts,
Eden Gate Consulting, with the advice and support of: Cumbria County Council,
Cumbria CVS, and Environment Agency.

“How would my community survive the first
48 hours of a serious emergency?”
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An Open Meeting

One way to start this process is to call an open
meeting, working with neighbours and the
parish council, to encourage wider
consideration of the key question that we
opened with – “How could we better survive
the first 48 hours of an emergency?”

An open meeting can take a variety of formats
from an informal “drop in” where small
numbers of people can view and discuss
information about emergency planning, such
as this toolkit, to a full scale public meeting in
the village hall.

In either case you need to think about how you
might publicise the event, where it will take
place, what information and materials you may
need and who you should invite.

The emergency services and the County
Emergency Planning Team may be able to
help with information while support
organisations such as ACT can advise on
organising your event and may be able to help
you run it on the day.

Whatever the format you decide upon you can
use the event to talk about your shared
concerns, review this toolkit and decide
whether there is support for the preparation of
an emergency plan.

This is also a great opportunity to identify
potential members of a Community
Emergency Group, a set of volunteers
prepared to work together to develop a local
plan.

Preparing a Community Emergency Plan will require voluntary input from
across the community, and the harnessing of local knowledge and resources.
Remember you are the local experts.

COMMUNITY EMERGENCY PLANNING

1 - Getting Together

Who should you involve?

- Friends, neighbours, parish councilors, potential volunteers

- Emergency services (Police, Fire & Rescue, etc), County and District emergency team

What should you discuss?

- How your community would cope in an emergency, and the benefits of planning ahead

- How this toolkit can help, who is willing to help prepare a plan

For more ideas see back page for links to the following:

- ACRE: Preparing for your future event (available only from ACT)

- Cabinet Office: Community Emergency Planning Toolkit, Page 3

- Cumbria County Council: A Guide to developing a Community Emergency Plan, Page 6

Community Emergency Planning Event (Photo: ACT)

“After the devastating floods in 2009,
we knew we had to be better prepared.
Talking to ACT and holding an open
meeting was an essential first step”

Penny Poole, Coordinator, Melbreak Communities
(Lorton, Loweswater, Blindbothel, Buttermere)
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The Community Emergency Group

Coordination is the role of a Community
Emergency Group. It should comprise a
number of volunteers with a good range of
local knowledge. The group should be led by,
or appoint, a Community Emergency
Coordinator and deputies with the time and
ability to guide the work of the Group, and the
development of the Emergency Plan.

You should think about how you will involve
the Parish Council and local representatives of
the Emergency Services, including any local
search and rescue team there may be.

Media liaison

A further function of the Group, the importance
of which has been highlighted by past
experience, should be liaising with the media.
Identify someone to lead in this role who
communicates well, can manage questions
and stay focussed under pressure. Work
together to agree what key messages the
community wishes to communicate and work
with media representatives to help the flow of
information.

Group meetings

The Community Emergency Group will be the
lead organisation in the community for working
through the 10 step process and for leading
the community’s response should an
emergency arise. It will probably need to meet
on a number of occasions in order to work
through the steps in a comprehensive and
structured way.

You may therefore need to think about where
the Group should meet, and prepare an
agenda or programme for its meetings so that
all the necessary ground is covered. Also
essential is that the meetings of the Group are
properly recorded and that good written
records are kept of its work and the
information that it produces as it works
through the 10 Steps – who will do this?

You will see that Step 10 in our planning
process involves regularly reviewing and
testing the Community Emergency Plan, this
and its responsibility for directing local action
in an emergency means that the Group has
important responsibilities that extend beyond
the drafting of the Emergency Plan itself.

Essential to seeing through the preparation of a Community Emergency Plan is
the effective coordination of the work involved and the championing of the use
of the Plan once it is completed.

COMMUNITY EMERGENCY PLANNING

2 - Organising the Work

Making sure it happens 1

- Set up a Community Emergency Group and appoint Community Emergency Coordinators

- Involve your Parish Council and representatives of the emergency services

Making sure it happens 2

- Plan to work with the media

- Keep good records of your meetings and the information that you gather

For more ideas see back page for links to the following:

- Cabinet Office: Community Emergency Planning Toolkit, Page 4

- Cumbria County Council: A Guide to Developing a Community Emergency Plan, Pages 6 - 7
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Assessing the risks

A key task for the Community Emergency
Group is not to try and second guess every
possibility but to think about the types of event
that are most likely to occur, giving some
context for the Group’s work in emergency
planning.

A good starting point for this is the Community
Risk Register that has been prepared by the
Cumbria Resilience Group (see web link
below).

This handy document reviews a wide range of
possible causes of an emergency and will give
you ideas about what the greatest risks for
your community may be.

Consider various types of risks

You should also consult local representatives
of the Emergency Services and begin to use
the local knowledge of your group members
and other volunteers. For example you should
think about and record:

 Social Risks - Particular groups of local
people who may be vulnerable in the face of
an emergency (elderly people, holiday
makers, travellers)

 Environmental Risks - Areas that flood
regularly, vulnerable sites of heritage or
environmental interest

 Infrastructure Risks - Major traffic routes,
bridges, industrial sites that are possible
sources of emergency problems

It is important that you do not try to plan in
detail for each specific risk as this will limit
your flexibility to respond to very different
situations.

Instead focus on identifying the people
resources and facilities that you have and
which you can utilise flexibly as a situation
arises and changes.

Each community will face emergency risks from a range of differing sources.
What creates an emergency is the unpredictability of these. A key task is to
think about the types of event that are most likely to occur in your area.

COMMUNITY EMERGENCY PLANNING

3 - Knowing the Unknowns

What things might trigger an emergency?

- Consult the Community Risk Register

- www.cumbria.gov.uk/eLibrary/Content/Internet/535/4077812276.pdf

Talk to key informants

- Representatives of the Emergency Services

- Local people involved in previous emergency situations

For more ideas see back page for links to the following:

- Cabinet Office: Community Emergency Planning Toolkit Pages 4-6

- Cabinet Office: Community Emergency Planning Template, Page 4

- Cumbria County Council: A Guide to developing a Community Emergency Plan, Page 7

“We are pre-responders working with
and helping the emergency services
and aware of our limitations.

We do not want to end up being
rescued ourselves”

Graham Thompson , Keswick Volunteer Lead,
Keswick Flood Action Group
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Your community’s assets

Every community has access to a range of
local skills, knowledge, physical resources and
support organisations that can be mobilised in
the event of an emergency. The key to acting
promptly and effectively in an emergency is
having identified these in advance.

There are three main topics to research:

 Who is good at what? - Each community
has people who have been known to help in
the past or who have skills that would be
particularly useful. These will include local
farmers, health professionals, First
Responders, builders, electricians, search
and rescue team members and others with
specialist skills and training.

 What resources do we have? - There are
likely to be a variety of vehicles, tools,
machinery, equipment, and sources of food,
water and construction materials.

 How will we communicate? - Where in the
community are there good telephone
communications and a strong mobile phone
signal. How might these be affected in an
emergency and may you need alternatives?

Having identified the skills and resources that
you may be able to call upon make sure that
you record the relevant information in an
easily accessible form. You will need contact
details for all concerned and an understanding
of the terms on which you might be able to
utilise equipment and materials. Think about
how you will use your volunteers, perhaps
identifying teams to:

 Staff your local control centre

 Assist with a rest centre

 Become local wardens to ‘door knock’
particular parts of your community should
an emergency arise

Consider whether you need to put in place
agreements with the individuals and
organisations concerned, relating to their
availability in an emergency. If you identify the
need to acquire special equipment (e.g. 2-way
radios, first aid materials, blankets, battery
radios, torches, grit), you will need to think
about where these can be stored securely but
be accessible when needed. You will also
need to think about who is to be responsible
for their security and maintenance.

At the heart of your plan will be a comprehensive register of the local
resources that can be called upon by the Community Emergency Group in the
event that an emergency does arise.

COMMUNITY EMERGENCY PLANNING

4 - Identifying Skills and Resources

Who is good at what?

- People with useful or specialist skills e.g. farmers, contractors, health professionals, First

responders, search and rescue team members

For more ideas see back page for links to the following:

- Cabinet Office: Community Emergency Planning Toolkit, Pages 7-8

- Cabinet Office: Community Emergency Planning Template, Page 5

What equipment do we have?

- Tools, machinery, communications equipment, vehicles

- Sources of food, water, construction materials
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Resolving legal issues in advance

The use of resources, especially buildings and
vehicles, in an emergency may not be covered
by their present insurance.

Similarly, there may be health and safety
concerns about the use by volunteers of
unfamiliar equipment. You may incur costs for
premises hire, materials, etc that will need to
be paid.

These issues cannot be left until the
emergency takes place because they may
result in real constraints on what you and
other community members can actually do.

Issues to Consider

Planning ahead will help to minimise any
problems of this type. There are a number of
practical things that you should be able to do:

Buildings and Equipment Insurance

Liaise with the owners of buildings and
vehicles about any constraints that may arise
from their insurance and see if it is possible to
remove these, perhaps by notifying the
insurer.

Equipment Use

Think about the types of equipment that might
be used by volunteers, and the circumstances
in which they will do this.

Prepare a risk assessment of the activity to
help you identify any training or ways of
working that will minimise the risks that you
identify.

Insurance for Volunteers

Consider whether you need insurance for local
volunteers, it is possible that an existing local
organisation (e.g. your Parish Council), or an
organisation of which the volunteer is a
member (e.g. Red Cross, Lions), already has
appropriate cover.

Costs

Consider how the costs of any emergency
action that you take, e.g. room hire, materials,
etc may be paid.

In the first instance make contact with the
emergency officer nominated by your Borough
or District Council and seek their advice.

The use of resources in an emergency may raise a range of legal and financial
issues. Thinking about these in advance and putting in place any necessary
agreements can minimise any difficulties.

COMMUNITY EMERGENCY PLANNING

5 - Legal Issues

Working with volunteers

- Personal liability insurance

- Safe working arrangements

Buildings and equipment

- Agreements with owners and insurance to cover usage

- Arrangements for paying any costs incurred

For more ideas see back page for links to the following:

- Cabinet Office: Community Emergency Planning Toolkit, Page 8

- Cumbria County Council: A Guide to developing a Community Emergency Plan, Page 9

- Website of the Association of British Insurers: www.abi.org.uk
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Facilities needed

Effectively managing an emergency is likely to
require some facilities. You will need to think
about these in advance and have plans in
place for suitable buildings or locations to
meet the needs you identify.

Facilities that are most often found necessary
include:

 Local Control Centre – Somewhere where
the Community Emergency Group and
representatives of the Emergency Services
can meet to review the situation and plan
and coordinate their actions. This may
simply be a good sized room where a dozen
people can get round a table to talk.
Remember that good communications are at
the heart of responding to an emergency
situation so reliable telephone
communications is a must.

 Rest Centre – A place to which people can
be moved, spend the night and be fed if they
have to leave their own homes. A village or
school hall may provide what you need:
space for people to sit, secure storage for
their belongings, toilets, a kitchen and
sufficient space for people to sleep. Again,
good communications are essential.

Issues to consider

In both cases check the county emergency
plan to see whether this has already identified
suitable premises in your community. If not, try
to pick locations that are unlikely to be directly
affected by an emergency (e.g. unlikely to
flood) but which are readily accessible to as
much of the community as possible.

Think also about the possible need for
“reserve” facilities in the event that those you
first identify are not available when needed
and how you would manage in your selected
premises if mains services are not available.
You might, for example, need a generator.
Talk to those responsible for the buildings you
identify, secure their agreement in principal to
their use and have plans in place for just how
you will use them should an emergency arise.

Think in advance about the facilities that you may need in order to effectively
manage an emergency situation and to support local people who are affected.

COMMUNITY EMERGENCY PLANNING

6 - Organising Key Facilities

Other things to think about?

- Facilities identified by Emergency Services

- Managing without mains services

What facilities might we need?

- Local Control Centre - accessible, good communications, room for meetings

- Rest Centre - warm, accessible, cooking facilities, room for beds, etc

For more ideas see back page for links to the following:

- Cabinet Office: Community Emergency Planning Toolkit, Page 9

- Cabinet Office: Community Emergency Planning Template, Page 6

- Cumbria County Council: A Guide to developing a Community Emergency Plan, Page 10

Rest Centre - Coniston Mountain Rescue Centre
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Identify key people

In developing your plans you will have
identified a significant number of people who
will be important in your response; people with
significant resources, skills or knowledge, local
volunteers and professional advisers.

It is essential that you record the contact
details of all these people. Be comprehensive
and make sure that the information is readily
accessible by key people such as the
members of the Community Emergency Group
and the Emergency Services.

Telephone Tree / Cascade

Importantly, you should also plan how you will
mobilise these people when an emergency
occurs. This is usually achieved using a
telephone ‘tree’ or cascade in which each
person telephones two or three others.

In designing your cascade you may want to
divide it into several teams (e.g. Control Team,
Rest Centre Team, Local Action Teams) so
that you can mobilise only those people who
are needed at the time.

You will need to back your communications
plan with a plan “B” that can operate should
any of the key people in the tree not be
available.

Data protection

In preparing your records you will need to
consider whether you are subject to the
provisions of Data Protection legislation and, if
so, how you may best comply with these. You
may perhaps register with the Data Protection
Commissioner and have procedures in place
to restrict the access to your information to
specific individuals and for specific purposes.

In developing your Community Emergency Plan you will have identified key
people and groups that you may need to contact and mobilise should an
emergency arise. Effective communications with these people is essential.

COMMUNITY EMERGENCY PLANNING

7 - Keeping in Touch

How will we mobilise our contacts?

- Use a pre-prepared telephone contact ‘tree’ or cascade

- Consider alternative communications in the case of telephones not working

Whose comprehensive contact information will we need?

- Emergency Services, County/District Emergency Planning Teams

- Your volunteers, owners of buildings, equipment and vehicles

For more ideas see back page for links to the following:

- Cabinet Office: Community Emergency Planning Toolkit, Page 9

- Cabinet Office: Community Emergency Planning Template, Pages 6-7

- Cumbria County Council: A Guide to developing a Community Emergency Plan, Pgs 10-11
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Know the triggers

Following the preceding steps you have
established an emergency group, identified
likely causes of an emergency, listed the key
people, resources and facilities that you have
available, and agreed how you will
communicate and mobilise these.

Your next task is to think about how you will
know when to put these plans into practice,
that is, how will you know when an emergency
has occurred?

It is valuable for the Community Emergency
Group to have thought about this in advance
and to have agreed, in so far as is possible,
the types of event that will trigger local action.

Members of the Group should consider who is
to be responsible for monitoring these as a
possible emergency approaches. Give some
thought to the point at which the Community
Emergency Group may need to apply its
arrangements for mobilising local resources,
the communications cascade and first
meeting.

Examples of the types of “trigger” you might
identify could well include:

 Warnings / requests from the Emergency
Services

 Environment Agency warnings

 Substantial changes in local river levels

 Locally recognised hot spots and early
indicators for flooding

 Media messages

 Severe wet weather warnings from the Met
Office

 Cumbria Community Messaging
www.cumbriacommunitymessaging.co.uk

With all of the main components of your plan in place, people, skills and
resources, you next need to think about how your plan will be put into action
when a real emergency arises.

COMMUNITY EMERGENCY PLANNING

8 - Activating Your Emergency Plan

Agree local signs that will alert you to a possible emergency e.g.

- Substantial changes in local river levels, other early indicator ‘hot spots’

- Environment Agency website, media messages

Agree key sources of information and advice e.g.

- Emergency Services, Environment Agency, Met Office

- Cumbria Community Messaging service, local radio

For more ideas see back page for links to the following:

- Cabinet Office: Community Emergency Planning Toolkit, Page 10

- Cumbria County Council: A Guide to developing a Community Emergency Plan, Pgs 11- 12

Wall marker, Keswick (Photo: Lynne Jones)
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Prepare to Take Control

Firstly, have a prepared checklist for actions
that the Community Emergency Planning
Group and/or Coordinators will need to take.

One of these, in fact a critical first step in the
process, will be to hold a meeting of the key
people involved. So the second piece of
advance preparation you can do is to have
pre-prepared plans for this meeting.

To ensure that this important meeting covers
all of the necessary issues and drives an
appropriate local response, prepare an
agenda for such a meeting in advance. Make
it sufficiently flexible to work effectively
whatever the emergency that has arisen.

You also need to consider:

 Where the meeting will take place -
perhaps your Local Control Centre

 Who should attend – The Community
Emergency Group, Parish Councillors,
local volunteers, representatives of
Emergency Services (if available)

Over the page is an example agenda for a first
emergency meeting that you might use as a
basis for your own.

Your first meeting, of course, is just the first
step in developing a local response to an
emergency and it may take some time for the
full extent of the challenge to become
apparent and for you to implement the plans
that you have prepared.

You may therefore need to arrange to meet
regularly over a period of time. Arrangements
for follow-up meetings should be put in place
and communicated clearly to everyone who
needs to be involved. Meeting frequently, at
fixed times, can help individuals organise their
activities and ensure their attendance.

When an emergency actually happens and you begin to activate your plans you
will need to coordinate what happens next. There are some key things that you
can do to help this process run smoothly.

COMMUNITY EMERGENCY PLANNING

9 - Taking Control

REMEMBER

- You will need to maintain regular contact with the official Emergency Services so that

what you do supports and complements their actions.

How can we coordinate our actions?

- Put plans in place for a first Community Emergency meeting

- Agree where this should be, who should attend and what you will need to discuss

For more ideas see back page for links to the following:

- Cabinet Office: Community Emergency Planning Toolkit, Page 11

- Cabinet Office: Community Emergency Planning Template, Page 10

- Cumbria County Council: A Guide to developing a Community Emergency Plan, Pgs 11-12

“The emergency plan should help us
to feel more in control in an
emergency, to manage the situation
as best we can and help us to recover
from it more quickly.”

Caroline Langdon, Coniston Parish Council
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SAMPLE

First Emergency Meeting Agenda

Date:

Time:

Location:

Attendees:

1. What is the current situation?

- Type of emergency

- Is there a threat to life

- Is the emergency near a school; a vulnerable area; a main access route

- Has electricity, gas, or water been affected?

2. Are there any vulnerable people involved?

- Elderly

- Families with children

- Non-English speaking people

3. What resources do we need?

- Food

- Vehicles

- Blankets

- Shelter

4. What is the effect on our community?

5. Establishing contact with the emergency services

6. How can we support the Emergency Services?

7. What actions can be safely taken?

8. Who is going to take the lead for the agreed actions?

9. Arrangements for future meetings?

10. Any other issues?
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Checks and Trials

If you have followed all of the steps described
you will have: harnessed local voluntary
support; set up a group to coordinate actions;
identified key people; resources and places
that you may need; thought about
communications and prepared arrangements
to be implemented should a real emergency
take place. Well done!

However, it is very important that you test your
arrangements. Regular testing will help to
ensure that your plans remain up to date and
effective. There will inevitably be changes as
people come and go, resources change etc.

The main reasons for doing this are to:

 Involve outside agencies

 Train participants

 Test your procedures

Routine checks might include:

 Contact lists: ring every 3 months

 Communications equipment: regular checks

 Activation Process: trial annually

 Facilities set-up: Trial annually

Trial Exercise Options

There are several types of exercise that you
can use to test your arrangements and train
participants, these include:

 Discussion based - Cheap and easy to
prepare, useful as a talk through of your
plan and a handy tool for training.

 Table Top - A scenario-based simulation of
an emergency which can help validate your
plans but requires a significant amount of
prior preparation.

 Live Play - A great tool for testing and
building confidence in your arrangements,
such as the setting up of your control centre
and rest centre, however the process needs
careful preparation and can be costly.

Having thought through and prepared an Emergency Plan for your community
it is important to test the arrangements that you have put in place to make sure
that they work. Identifying possible problems and resolving these will ensure
things go smoothly when you do it for real.

COMMUNITY EMERGENCY PLANNING

10 - Testing Your Plans

How will we know our plans work?

- Organise an annual “practice” to test your arrangements and train your volunteers

- Be prepared to make changes if things don’t work

For more ideas see back page for links to the following:

- Cabinet Office: Community Emergency Planning Toolkit, Page 12

- Cumbria County Council: A Guide to developing a Community Emergency Plan, Pgs 12-13

- Support from Cumbria County Council Emergency Planning Team

Advice available on how to test arrangements effectively:

- Advice, and materials to help you plan your exercise, is available from the County

Emergency Planning Team

Testing Coniston Emergency Plan (Photo: ACT)
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Advice and Support in Cumbria

ACTion with Communities in Cumbria
Tel: 01768 840827
www.cumbriaaction.org.uk

Cumbria Council for Voluntary Service
Tel: 01768 800350
www.cumbriacvs.org.uk

Cumbria County Council Emergency
Planning Team
www.cumbria.gov.uk/planning-environment/
emergencyplanning.asp

Cumbria Community Risk Register
www.cumbria.gov.uk/eLibrary/view.asp?
ID=43685

Cumbria Police
Contact your local policing team
www.cumbria.police.uk

Cumbria Fire and Rescue
www.cumbriafire.gov.uk

Cumbria Association of Local Councils
www.calc.org.uk

Environment Agency
Tel: 0843 2615248
www.environment-agency.gov.uk

Other Relevant resources

Preparing for Emergencies
www.direct.gov.uk/preparingforemergencies

National Risk Register
www.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/resource-library/
national-risk-register

British Red Cross
www.redcross.org.uk

WRVS
www.wrvs.org.uk

St. John’s Ambulance
www.sja.org.uk

RSPCA
www.rspca.org.uk/in-action/international/
emergencyresponse

Informed.Prepared.Together
www.informedprepared.eu

Radio Amateurs’ Emergency Network
(RAYNET)
www.raynet-uk.net

COMMUNITY EMERGENCY PLANNING

Contacts & Links

The Cabinet Office guidance referred to in this document can be accessed at:
www.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/resource-library/community-resilience-resources-
and-tools.

The Cumbria County Council publication referred to in the toolkit can be
accessed at: www.cumbria.gov.uk/emergency/voluntary/default.asp

For more information please contact ACTion with Communities in Cumbria on
Tel: 01768 840827 or visit our website: www.cumbriaaction.org.uk

ACT champions community and rural issues
ACTion with Communities in Cumbria, The Old Stables, Redhills, Penrith, Cumbria CA11 0DT
T: 01768 840827 | F: 01768 242134 | www.cumbriaaction.org.uk | info@cumbriaaction.org.uk
Registered in England as Voluntary Action Cumbria | Charity Registration Number 1080875 | Company Number 3957858

©ACT 2012. This publication may be reproduced free of charge in any format or medium provided that it is reproduced accurately and not used in a misleading context.
The material must be acknowledged as ACTion with Communities in Cumbria copyright and the title of the publication specified.

DT032 ACT Toolkit 02.08.12
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Community Emergency Plan Toolkit

Have you ever asked yourself: “Would I, and my community, survive the first 48 hours of a serious
emergency such as the floods in Cumbria in November 2009?” If so this toolkit may be for you. It is
not a rigid template for a local emergency plan, instead it describes a method that you can follow to
help you prepare for an emergency in a way that fits the particular needs of your community. It will
help you identify the key tools that you will need; local people, local knowledge and local resources.

Working with the Emergency Services

The professional emergency services including the police, fire and rescue, local authorities, health
service and similar organisations, have tried and tested plans that are activated when an emergency
occurs. However, Cumbria is a huge and sparsely populated county and it is impossible for these
services to reach every community in the first hours of a widespread emergency. Early action on the
ground, especially in more remote areas, depends upon local capacity, skills and resources. Prior
planning, using this toolkit, can make sure that your local response is as effective as possible and
that your community can recover speedily from an emergency.

In an emergency the professional services have a well organised command structure:

The plan you prepare will make an important contribution to the resources that Silver Command can
call upon and to the operational response that takes place within you community. As you prepare
your plan make sure that you inform and involve representatives of the professional services so that
they are aware of your capacity, skills and resources and how to call upon these when needed.

Preparing a Community Emergency Plan will also:

Raise local awareness of the risks that may affect residents

Encourage local people to adapt and use their existing skills, knowledge and resources to deal
with an emergency

Build local commitment to working in partnership with the Emergency Services

Remember:

 If producing a complete community emergency plan appears to be a daunting task, any
preparation that you and your neighbours can do will be worthwhile, perhaps focusing your efforts
on Step 4 – Identifying Skills and Resources.

Do not try to make detailed plans for specific emergencies, instead identify the people, resources
and facilities that you might need and be prepared to use these flexibly as a situation changes.

Any activity should complement, and not replace, the County and District emergency teams and
Emergency Services. Keep in close touch with them as you work, agree how you will work
together and provide them with copies of your completed plan.

Gold Command
Strategic

Silver Command
Tactical

Bronze Command
Operational

For more information please contact ACTion with Communities in Cumbria on
Tel: 01768 840827 or visit our website: www.cumbriaaction.org.uk

ACT champions community and rural issues
ACTion with Communities in Cumbria, The Old Stables, Redhills, Penrith, Cumbria CA11 0DT
T: 01768 840827 | F: 01768 242134 | www.cumbriaaction.org.uk | info@cumbriaaction.org.uk
Registered in England as Voluntary Action Cumbria | Charity Registration Number 1080875 | Company Number 3957858

©ACT 2012. This publication may be reproduced free of charge in any format or medium provided that it is reproduced accurately and not used in a misleading context.
The material must be acknowledged as ACTion with Communities in Cumbria copyright and the title of the publication specified.
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NAME ADDRESS CONTACT INFORMATION 
 
 

 
Hellifield Parish 
Council 
(Plus Emergency 
Committee members 
and Emergency Box) 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

Craven District Council 

 
 
Distribute via NYCC 
Emergency Planning 

 
 

 

North Yorkshire 
County Council 
Emergency Planning 
Unit 

 
County Hall 
Northallerton 
DL7 8AD 

 
 
 

 

Environment Agency 
Yorkshire and North 
East 

Coverdale House 
Amy Johnson Way 
Clifton Moor 
York 

 
 
 

 

 
North Yorkshire Police 
Control Room 

 
Fulford Road 
York 

 
 

 

 
North Yorkshire Fire 
and Rescue Service 
Control Room. 

 
Thurston Road 
Northallerton 
DL6 2ND 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

Yorkshire Ambulance 
Service Control Room 

Springhill 
Brindley Way 
Wakefield 41 Business 
Park 
Wakefield 
WF2 0XQ 
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 Key Community Contacts 
 

Those who have volunteered should understand their roles and responsibilities. 
 

Lead and Deputy for Community Emergency Team 
 

Name Address Contact Number(s) 
 

LEAD:   
 

 
 

 

DEPUTY:  
 

 
 

 
 

 
Community Emergency Team 

 

Name Role Contact Number(s) 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 

. 
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Initial Meeting Location / Community Control Centre 

Address: Contact Information 
 

 
 
Hellifield Institute, Main Street, Hellifield, 
North Yorks. BD23 4HT 

 

 

 

Backup Meeting Location 

Address: Contact Information 

 

 
Wesley Centre, Haw Grove, Hellifield, North 
Yorks. BD23 

 

 

 

 

 
Hellifield House Social Club, Gisburn Road, 
Hellifield, North Yorks. BD23 4HU 
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1.1Map  of Area Covered  by PIan 
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1.2 Population  

 
 

Resident Population:- 
 

1426 

 
 

Maximum Tourist Population:- 

(Mainly Gallaber Park) 

 

350 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Total: 
 

1776 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1.3 Community Key Access Routes (including main bridges) 
 

 

 A65 and A682 – railway bridge crosses A65 in centre of village 

 Gisburn Road links A65 & A682 through village – railway bridge crosses 
this link road 

 

1.4 Main Rivers within the area 

 Ribble – western edge of the parish 
 

 
1.5 Becks within the area 

 Hellifield – runs through village centre and is partly culverted 
 

 
1.6 Available Networks within the Community 

 

Listed below are the various mobile telephone networks which are available within 
your community, (this is especially useful for the emergency services): 

 

Network Coverage (Good, Average, Poor) 

 
O2 

 

2G internet 
Mobile good outdoors 

 
Vodafone 

 

2G internet 
Mobile good outdoors 

 
3 Network 

 

3G internet 
Mobile good indoors and outdoors 

 
EE 

 

3G internet 
Mobile good 
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1.7 Neighbouring Communities: Contacts 
Listed below are the contact details of neighbouring communities that may be able 
to provide help and assistance during an emergency: 

 

 
 
 

Parish 

 
 

Contact 
person 

 
 

Preferred method of 
contact 

Community 
emergency 

plan? 

(yes or no) 
 
 
 
Long Preston 

   

 
 
 

Gargrave 

   

 
 
 

Gisburn 

   

 

 
 

Up to date info available via 
http://northyorks.gov.uk/article/23870/Parish-clerks-information 
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2.1     Local Risks and Plan Triggers 

 

Recorded below are various known/potential hazards and threats which could 
affect your geological area. - e.g. main roads, severe weather- snow, flood, rail 
lines, aircraft, power plants. 

 

Hazard Location / Details Action Sheet 
 

 

Flooding 

 
Main risk is from Hellifield Beck which 
runs through channel and then culvert 
under the A65. 
Ribble on A682 towards Nappa 

 

 

 

Severe weather 

 
Snow/ice blockage to A65 – Skipton 
Hill to the east of village steep & 
difficult in ice/snow 

 

 

 

Power failure 

 
Village is supplied by overhead lines to 
some areas 

 

 

 

Industrial accident 

 
Townson Tractors, A65 
Dalesview Garage, Main Street 

 

 

 

Transport accident 

 
A65, A682, major road incidents 
Railway station,  lines and bridges over 
roads 
Level Crossing Haw Lane 

 

 

 

Fire 

 

Any business or residential property or 
land. 

 

 

 

Police incident 

 
Anywhere in the village 

 

 

 

Farms 

 
Gisburn Road, Malham Road, A682 

 

 
Aircraft 

 
Low flying training in this area 
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3.1 Community Control and Welfare Centre 

 

The following building has been earmarked as an appropriate Rest/Welfare Centre 
in an emergency: 

 

PREMISES 
 

Hellifield Institute 
 

Alternatives: Wesley Centre/Hellifield House Social Club 
 

ADDRESS: 

Hellifield Institute 

Main Street 

Hellifield BD23 4HT 
 

GRID REFERENCE: 855 565 

 

CONTACT NUMBERS: 
Hellifield Institute 
 

Wesley Centre 
 

Haw Grove 
 

Hellifield 
 

GRID REFERENCE: 856 566 

Wesley Centre 
 

Hellifield House Social Club 
 

Gisburn Road 
 

Hellifield 
 

GRID REFERENCE: 856 565 

Social Club 
 

FACILITIES 
 

ESTIMATED CAPACITY: 120  (Hellifield Institute) 

 

TYPE OF HEATING: Gas central heating 

 

COOKING:   full kitchen 
 

TOILET:   yes including disabled 
 

WASHING:  only hand basin in toilets 
 

PARKING:  main village car park off Gisburn Road, Black Horse, opposite pedestrian crossing. 

KEY HOLDERS 
 

PRIMARY KEY HOLDER 
 

 

 

ALTERNATIVE KEY HOLDER 
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4.1 Emergency Volunteers 

Listed below are individuals who are willing to volunteer their specialist knowledge 
or practical skills and time during an emergency. 
It is extremely important that volunteers understand that during an incident they 
should:- 

 not endanger themselves or others 

 assess the risk prior to any activity they undertake 

 ensure their contact details are kept up-to-date 

 be prepared to act quickly 
 
 

 
Name 

 
Volunteer Role / Special 

Skills 

 

Contact Details 
(phone/email) 
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ORGANISATION ROLE CONTACT NO. 

Local Authorities 

 
 
Craven District Council 

 
 
Manage recovery process- helping 
return the community back to normality 
following an incident. Services include: 

 

 

 

 
 
North Yorkshire County 
Council 

 
 
Manage recovery process- helping 
return the community back to normality 
following an incident. 

 
 

 

Governmental Departments 

Environment Agency 
 

  Flooding issues 

 Deals with emergency repairs and 
blockages on main rivers and own 
structures; 

 Responds to pollution incidents 
and advises on waste disposal 
issues. 

 
***(PARTNERS USE ONLY. 
DO NOT GIVE TO PUBLIC)*** 
Report an incident on 

0800 80 70 60 (Freephone, 24 
hour service) 

 
General enquiries Mon to Fri 
8am – 6pm 

03708 506 506 
 
Incident Room (when 
activated) 

Call 0800 80 70 60 and ask for 
“Lancashire Flood Warning Duty 
Officer”. 
Once the Incident Room opens they will 
be able to give the community a direct 
line number to call for updates 

Utilities 

Gas Maintain and ensure safe control of 
gas supplies. 

 

Service C 
 

Electricity Maintain and ensure safe electricity 
supply. Disconnect cables that 
constitute a danger to life and property. 

 
 

Yorkshire Water Maintenance of water supplies and 
sewage disposal arrangements. Repair 
water mains, and availability of 
emergency water supply. 

 

 

Telephones 

(British Telecom) 

Maintenance and operation of National 
Telecommunications systems. 
Provision of increased facilities to meet 
emergency requirements. 

 

 

Voluntary Organisations 

WRVS Trained in emergency service 
provision such as emergency feeding 
and other welfare services. 
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St John Ambulance Provide first aid, ambulances and 
additional medical supplies. 

 
 

British Red Cross 
Provide first aid, ambulances and 
additional medical supplies. 

 

 

RSPCA Help protect animals and prevent 
cruelty. 

 

Age UK North Craven Provision of care for the elderly and 
specific elderly care at rest centres. 

 

The Samaritans Experienced, listening/support service 
for people suffering emotional stress. 

 

Other useful number 

Townhead Surgeries, 
Settle 

  

Fisher Medical Centre, 
Skipton 

  

Dyneley House Surgery, 

Skipton 
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2.2 Vulnerable Establishments 

 

This section lists establishments that may be particularly vulnerable to 
emergencies such as care homes, schools, caravan parks etc. 

 

Establishment Address Contact No(s). 

 
Hellifield Primary School 

  

 
Hellifield Pre-school/North Craven 
Children’s Centre 

  

 
Bungalows for elderly 

  

 
Gallaber caravan park 

  

   

 
 
 
 

2.3 Vulnerable People (or people who may need additional assistance) 
 

Key volunteers on the Emergency Team will provide details as needed. 
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STANDBY / ALERT 

 

 

Triggers – warning from local authority / emergency services 

Alert from member of community emergency team / public 

If advance warning given 
 
 

Actions to take / things to consider 
 
 

Community Emergency Team Coordinator contacted 

 Collect emergency kit and start incident log 
 

Place Community emergency team on standby (including key holders)  
Place Rest/Welfare centre on standby  
Monitor local situation (tune in to local media & monitor local hot spots)  
Liaise with responding agencies to share info and get updates  
Inform vulnerable residents and establishments if necessary 

 Advise those at risk to be prepared and monitor local situation, local 
news/media. 

 

Place Rest/Welfare centre on standby  
 

 

PLAN ACTIVATION/ WARNING / SUDDEN IMPACT EVENT 

Triggers – Time of forecast event 

Local observation from team members or public 

Sudden impact event / no prior warning 
 
 

Actions to take / things to consider 
 
 

When action is required / predicted convene community emergency team  
Convene at  Initial meeting location / community control centre  
Assign roles to community emergency team and volunteers 

 Keep log of who is working where and contact details 
 

Deploy resources as required  
Continue to monitor local situation  
Continue to Liaise with responding agencies to share info and get updates 

 Request additional resources if required 
 

Continue to inform vulnerable residents and establishments 

 Advise those at risk to follow advice given / activate personal emergency 
plans 

 

Activate rest centre / info centre if required  
 

 

LARGE SCALE INCIDENT / SEVERE WARNING 
 
 

Potential risk to life 

Look after yourself 

Support and cooperate with emergency services if requested. Do so from safe 

distance. 
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POST INCIDENT 
 
 

Provide support to vulnerable and action recovery / clean up 
 
 

AT NO POINT SHOULD ANY TEAM MEMBER OR VOLUNTEER PUT THEIR 

OWN LIFES AT RISK 
 

 
Ensure that you regularly update the community with approved information. 

If you have to go anywhere ensure someone knows where you are going, approx. how long and contact 

details. 

Do not put yourself at risk 
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(Name of Your Community) 

Community Emergency Plan 
 

1. PURPOSE 

Definition of an emergency: 

An emergency / major incident is any event or circumstance (happening with or without warning) that 
causes or threatens death or injury, disruption to the community, or damage to property or to the 
environment on such a scale that the effect cannot be dealt with by the emergency services, local 
authorities and other organisations as part of their normal day-to day activities. 
 

Aim of the Community Emergency Plan: 

To increase resilience within the local community before, during and after emergencies, and to link 
into the county and district councils’, and emergency services’ emergency response structures. This 
Plan documents how (insert name of your community) would respond in an emergency situation e.g. 
while awaiting the assistance of statutory authorities / emergency services, or in support of them. 

It is not the role of the community to take on the responsibilities of these agencies e.g. to save 
life, to take any risks to themselves or to cope for long hours without agencies’ help and 
support. 
 

Objectives: 

 Identify the risks to the community and relevant response actions 

 Identify vulnerable people / groups in the community  

 Identify resources in the community available to assist during an emergency   

 Provide contact details for the Community Response Group(CRG), key community resources, 
the Emergency Services, and County and District Councils. 

 
2. COMMUNITY RESPONSE GROUP (CRG) 

Insert 3 names and contact details here. Mark with * the person who will coordinate, and be the point 
of contact with local authorities / emergency services. Copies of this Emergency Plan are restricted, 
and will be held by the CRG members. The Plan will also be accessible to local authorities and 
emergency services via the Cumbria Community Messaging System (CCMS).  

Name Tel: Email: Postal address 

*    

    

    

 
3. POSSIBLE EMERGENCIES AND RISK ASSESSMENT 

Risk assessment of the types of emergencies that would have an impact on our community and how 
local emergency planning could help. (Example given below, insert examples for your community)  

Type of emergency Potential risks Actions to address those risks 

Mains electricity power 
failure during cold weather 
conditions. 

Residents with no access to 
power for a prolonged period 
of time. Most vulnerable are 
those with only electric power, 
heat, and cooking facilities. 
Also older residents, the sick, 
and very young are most at 
risk in cold conditions. 

Identify residents most at risk. 

Activate ‘telephone tree’ to check on 
residents. 

Open up Place of Safety (Village 
Hall) for hot refreshments and 
information point. 

Coordinate hot refreshments delivery 
to housebound residents. 
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Type of emergency Potential risks Actions to address those risks 

   

   

   

   

   

 
4. ACTIVATION OF THE PLAN 

This plan will be activated when an emergency has occurred or if warnings are received, prior to an 
anticipated event. It will also be activated when emergency services need support or are not able to 
attend immediately e.g. in severe weather. 
 
If this is the case, the CRG will assess the situation, ring Emergency Services if necessary, and 
consult with the District Council (see contact below). The CRG will then put all or part of the Plan into 
effect as appropriate. 

  
5. COMMUNITY RESOURCES 

Volunteers have indicated what tasks they may be prepared to carry out if an emergency occurs and 
what resources they can offer.  (Add names etc in the table below, to be contacted by CRG as 
needed.)  
 

Name Contact Offer of help / resources 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 
The information in this list is restricted to the Community Response Group. It is not for 
general distribution. Unrestricted copies of the Plan may be made available by deleting this contact 
list before distribution. 
 
An electronic copy of the unrestricted emergency plan will also be made accessible to local 
authorities and emergency services via the secure Cumbria Community Messaging System (CCMS) - 
contact ACTion with Communities in Cumbria for details of how to do this.  
 

Place of Safety: 

District councils are responsible for setting up a central rest centre during an emergency. However, it 
may be necessary to set up a temporary place of safety within the community e.g. for visitors or for 
people evacuated from their homes. In our community, the place of safety will be (insert place).  The 
CRG will contact the keyholder and other volunteers as necessary.  
 
During an emergency, volunteers will keep a record of actions taken. These will be entered in to a 
central log, kept by the CRG, so that they can be evaluated, and the plan altered if necessary. 
Information can be entered at the time, or directly after the emergency. 
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6. COMMUNICATION AND CONTACTS 

Contact details for statutory authorities, emergency services can be found below. 
 

Organisation Tel: Website / Email: 

Emergency Services 999  

District Council: (insert name) 

Daytime   

Out of hours (if different)   

Cumbria County Council: (in case of concern for vulnerable adults or children) 

Daytime 01228 606060 www.cumbria.gov.uk 

Out of hours (if different)   

Highways Hotline: 0845 609 6609  

NHS:   www.nhs.uk 

Environment Agency: 

General Enquiries 03708 506 506  www.environment-agency.gov.uk  

Floodline (24 hr) 0845 988 1188   

United Utilities: (24 hr - water) 0345 672 3723 www.unitedutilities.com 

Electricity North West: 0800 195 4141 www.enwl.co.uk 

National Gas Emergency Service: 
(24hr - gas leak / emergency) 

0800 111 999 www2.nationalgrid.com/UK/Safety/Gas-
emergency 

Parish Meeting Clerk/Chair: (insert name) 

Daytime   

Out of hours (if different)   

Local Place of Safety key holder: (insert name – with person’s permission) 

Daytime   

Out of hours (if different)   

 

8. PLAN REVIEW AND UPDATE 

In order to keep this plan up to date, contact lists will be revised as needed, and the plan reviewed 
(*how often and when), by (* name of group).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Produced by ACTion with Communities in Cumbria, based on guidance from Gloucestershire Rural 
Community Council. Last updated 03/07/2014 

  

 

For more information please contact ACTion with 
Communities in Cumbria on Tel: 01228 817224 or 
visit our website: www.cumbriaaction.org.uk 
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